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ABSTRACT 
The work outlines the contemporary profile of the family, depicting its functional and 
promotional role, seeking above all for the free development of its members. The 
study examines some decisions of the Superior Court of Justice, which on the grounds 
of lack of fidelity – considered a requirement for civil union – remove from legal 
protection parallel households. The work presents the notion of moral panic, a 
phenomenon that possibly explains the conservative stance of certain legal 
institutions. It discusses the concept of monogamy as a structuring principle of family 
law, suggesting that the family, as a core of dynamic peculiarity, may take multiple 
contours. As a group of people committed to a stable, voluntary and cooperative 
union, whose function is to promote and protect its members, the family is not to be 
taken only as an element given by the legislature, but it also results from choices in 
interpersonal relations that can transcend the legal model. 
KEYWORDS: Family; Civil Union; Monogamy; Fidelity; Moral Panic. Human 
Rights. 
 
RESUMO 
O trabalho traça o perfil contemporâneo da família, retratando o papel funcional e 
promocional que desempenha, em busca, sobretudo, do fomento ao livre 
desenvolvimento de seus membros. O estudo analisa algumas decisões do Superior 
Court of Justice que, sob o fundamento da ausência da fidelidade – considerada 
requisito para configuração da união estável –, afastam a proteção jurídica a núcleos 
familiares paralelos. Apresenta o trabalho a noção de pânico moral, fenômeno que 
possivelmente explicaria a postura conservadora de algumas instituições jurídicas. 
Discute-se a concepção da monogamia como princípio estruturante do Direito de 
Family, sugerindo que a família, como núcleo de peculiaridade dinâmica, pode 
assumir múltiplos contornos. Como agrupamento de pessoas comprometido em uma 
união estável, voluntária e cooperativa, que cumpre a função de promover e proteger 
seus integrantes, a família não há de ser tida apenas como elemento dado pelo 
legislador, resultando, também, de escolhas nas relações intersubjetivas que podem 
transcender ao modelo formulado pelo legislador. 
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Família; União Estável; Monogamia; Fidelidade; Pânico 
Moral. Direitos Humanos. 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Among the several concerns that haunt contemporary social sciences, the one 
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of the understanding and acceptance of the multiple dimensions that the Family may 

assume certainly increases. Thus, we intend to investigate its current profile by 

considering the new principle logic contours of Family Law. 

As for some decisions issued by the Superior Court of Justice involving 

parallel families, we can analyze fidelity as a characteristic or not element of the civil 

union, which hinders recognition of simultaneous family nucleus. Thus, we discuss 

the concept of monogamy as a principle that structures Family Law, suggesting that 

the family, as a dynamic peculiarity nucleus, may take different contours. 

We present the notion of moral panic, a phenomenon that would possibly 

explain the conservative posture of some legal institutions. We also analyze the notion 

of private autonomy as an element in a progressive process to make constitutional 

guarantees effective, to make it possible for the individual to develop according to 

his/her own life project, according to his/her situation and possibility, regardless any 

model connected to a particular vision of the world. 

We are going to try to demonstrate that the family, as the first place for 

fundamental rights to become effective, besides offering affection, love and 

cooperation among its members, takes over its promotional role when it allows for the 

free development of the personality of its members, thus deserving the support of Law 

and of the Judicial Power notwithstanding the form it may have. 

 
2.  THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT TO FAMILY: AN ASPECT OF HUMAN 
RIGHTS 
 

Considering the importance given to the family, as the nucleus and origin of 

the society and a fundamental part of the formation and development of the 

personality, several international documents recognize protection to it within human 

rights. 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights says that men and women have 

the right to marriage and to found a family, with no restrictions. The family is also 

seen as the natural and fundamental nucleus of society, with due protection from both 

the society and the State. 

Also, the International Pact on Civil and Political Rights recognizes the 

family as a natural and fundamental element of society, insuring to all the right to set 

a family. The European Convention on Human Rights also proclaims the right to 

respect for privacy and for family life as consectary to a democratic society. 



Due to the importance of the protection to the family, the American 

Convention on Human Rights (Pact of San Jose Costa Rica) guarantees that that right 

is never going to be suspended, not even in case of war, public danger or any other 

emergency. 

The right to form a family is, with no doubt, a fundamental human right and 

the right to a family can be seen as the most human of the rights. He adds: “the 

human rights repel the exclusion of any family entities that may be found in the 

evolution of the human family”1. 

The constitutionalization of the human rights that have a high degree of 

justification along history and that are recognized as a condition for the exercise of 

the other rights represent the fundamental rights of a nation. Thus, there would be a 

“minimum content of fundamental rights that characterize the right of a Democratic 

State”2. 

On that purpose, the protection given to the family in the Brazilian legal 

order by the Constitution of the Republic as a fundamental right is clear. The 

effectiveness of the Human Rights cannot be isolated from the major problems in our 

days, among which we can list the multiple forms of the family and the need to 

recognize and protect it. As Bobbio3 warns, “the fundamental problem regarding the 

rights of the human being nowadays is not exactly to justify them, but to protect them. 

It is necessary to recognize the right of all people to live and develop within 

a family structure. Full development of personality and the formation of the 

subjectivity depend on family insertion at a great extent. Thus, family, regardless its 

faces, deserves effective and concrete protection. Any State that considers human 

rights in its configuration has to guarantee protection to the different conceptions of 

family that may come up, under penalty of directly violating the human being.  

 
3 SHORT PROFILE OF THE CONTEMPORARY FAMILY 

 

The configuration of the contemporary family is quite different from the 

model existing in the 19th century: patrimonial, hierarchized, and patriarchal. The 
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current concept of family goes through living together on the bases of solidarity as a 

consequence of affectivity represented by common emotional ties. The family should 

be seen as the community of material and affective life among its members, the union 

of efforts to develop material and social activities, living together to promote mutual 

company, moral and psychological support, looking forward to developing the 

personality of the individuals that form it. 

The idea of family based on procreation and assistance to offspring is 

outdated. The family to foment is the one that is committed in a voluntary and 

cooperative civil union that promotes and protects its members, a solidary organism. 

The existence of the family is essential to the process of psychic 

development of the individual4; it is a complex relational and affective space; the first 

locus to convey culture, and the progress of culture itself, from generation to 

generation, transforms and rebuilds the family. The creation of the family implies in 

individuals willing to share a common life – dividing sadnesses, happinesses, failures, 

successes, poverty and wealth – and, at the end, creating a new organism distinct from 

his/her individualities5. 

According to Tepedino6, for a group of persons to be called a family, at least 

two requirements are necessary: (i) affectivity and (ii) stability. To the same direction, 

Lobo7, for whom any entity that meets the requirements of affectivity, stability and 

ostensiveness is a family entity that deserves the protection provided through article 

226 of the 1988 Constitution of the Republic. 

The family supposedly provides the individual with the well-being that 

he/she would hardly find elsewhere. It is an oasis of peace and comfort that 

encourages him/her in the social, intellectual and psychological conflicts of life. Even 

though the family was threatened under strong pressure of social phenomena during 

some periods of history that generated absurd moral and economic obligations, it 
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triumphed8. 

Despite the disorder that is currently attributed to the family, sociological 

researches demonstrate that “it is loved, dreamed of and desired by men, women and 

children of all ages, all sexual orientations and all conditions”9. 

The present concept of family is a consequence of the following: a family for 

the promotion of the individual, his/her autonomy and the full development of 

personality; family without marriage necessarily, based on equality between children 

and their parents. In all homes where people are linked by blood ties or otherwise, 

connected by affection, by the plan of making each one’s and that nucleus’ aspirations 

concrete, economic and psychologically organized, there is going to be a family. 

Within that perspective, a family is any group of people who are voluntarily 

and cooperatively committed in a civil union that aims at promoting and protecting its 

members, a solidary organism.  The family cannot be seen just as an element given by 

the legislator, but it also has to be revealed through the social observation of the facts 

in the intersubjective relations. 

It is essential to privilege the expression of liberty within the family, giving 

to its members the possibility to define how family life is going to be constituted and 

directed, allowing for the interpretation of the requirements of each member in the 

search for the common objective of that solidary and cooperative nucleus, as well as 

the search for individual aspirations. The family has a dynamic character that makes 

different and several faces possible. As a consequence, one cannot deny the fact that 

the family legal standards may also have dynamic contours under the penalty of ruling 

the void. The family is submitted to ongoing social, historical and value movements 

that result in constant mutations. 

The family, according to the conception herein, is a place where the dignity 

of the human being, the realization and construction of the personality, the search for 

personal and social satisfaction are going to be fomented. One of the faces of the new 

family is exactly a change to assumptions. It is not anymore an institution that was 

born from legal heterosexual marriage but from the desire to share feelings, moments, 

care. 

Whatever its configuration, the family is the most important form of human 
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aggregation, the main nucleus for the promotion of the fundamental rights. Regardless 

its arrangement, it is the essential space to guarantee the development of the human 

being. The protection of its members takes place, first of all, through the respect for 

autonomy of each one of them. The commitment to the constitutional principles, 

especially the dignity of the human being and the free development of the personality, 

has the scope of understanding the functionalized family as an instrument to make 

liberty concrete10. As Perlingieri11 says: “The liberty in the family finds in unity and in 

relative obligations not only the limit, but the function, the bases for holding”. 

 

4 CIVIL UNION IN BRAZIL: LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

Article 1.723 of the Brazilian Civil Code reproduces the concept that has 

already been consolidated by Law no. 9.278 dated 1996 and it lists the fact of 

continuously living together on a lasting basis with the objective of forming a family 

as the essential elements for the configuration of a civil union. 

Civil union corresponds to marriage in fact to a certain extent, that is, it is a 

solid social connection that is able to reveal the clear desire to set forth a family 

nucleus. The presence of the legal requirements shows the need to establish safe 

evidence for its existence to be recognized and, as a consequence, for the rights 

reserved to the partner to be granted. A relationship that fails to show the clear 

intention to establish a family is not considered a civil union. The civil union indicates 

common life and interests, demanding not only publicity and stability but also and 

especially, a clear family character that is evidences by affectio maritalis. 

Publicity appears through the notoriety of the relationship inside the social 

group where the partners are inserted, the unity of the relationship, indicating the idea 

of possession of the status of a married couple. Although the Law fails to require a 

minimum time interval for a civil union to be featured, the relationship cannot be 

ephemeral, circumstantial, eventual, but, on the contrary, it has to be continuous, 

lasting, prolonged in time. 

Aligned to those aspects, life in common, mutual assistance, the presence of 
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interconnected lives, reciprocal commitment, shared responsibilities, at last, a 

consolidated common life based on common cooperation and solidarity goals have to 

be characterized. 

For a civil union to be recognized, the judge has to assess the facts of each 

concrete case, taking into account, for example, the life in common, children, the 

notoriety of the common life, the written contract recognizing the union, legal acts 

and businesses regarding the union, in addition to the subjective element that has 

already been mentioned, that is, the animus to create a family that is assumed in front 

of the society, with mutual concession of the treatment, consideration and respect that 

spouses give to each other12. 

It is necessary to consider that the concept of community or life communion 

has presently undergone deep changes. With an eye on that trend, living under the 

same roof is not necessary anymore for a civil union to be featured. The only 

requirements are that the relations are ruled by regularity and habit, and that they are 

recognized at least by a small social circle. 

Thus, when the relationship is clearly continuous, notorious, based on 

economic cooperation through mutual assistance and the partners are willing to 

maintain a stable coexistence, it is possible to recognize it as a civil union, even if the 

parties live in different places. 

 

5 INFIDELITY: AN ELEMENT THAT DECHARACTERIZES THE FAMILY 

NUCLEUS – THE POSITION OF THE SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

 

Despite the legal list of requirements for the configuration of a civil union, 

some decisions issued by the Superior Court of Justice also point at fidelity as one of 

the requirements for recognition. From the assessment of decisions13 issued by the 

Third Chamber of the Superior Court of Justice, we are able to conclude the position 

of minister Nancy Andrighi: 

 
The assessment of the requirements concerning the civil union has to focus 
on a group of factors that are present in each possibility, such as family 
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affectio societatis, the participation of efforts, possession of the married 
status, continuity of the union, fidelity, among others. The development of 
common assets is not necessary (underlined by us). 

 

The same Chamber of that Court14 has recently rejected a request for the 

recognition of civil union due to the lack of fidelity. The Court denied recognition of 

the civil union once the dead spouse had another stable relationship with a third 

person. 

Concerning the above mentioned case, a woman filed a special appeal 

against a decision issued by the Court of Justice of the State of Minas Gerais, which 

had already denied a request for the recognition once it understood that her 

relationship was only dating and there was no intention to form a family. 

 In the appeal, the complainant claimed that she had a public, lasting and 

continuous coexistence with the dead spouse from July, 2007 to the day he died, on 

November 30, 2008, and the obligation of fidelity would not be included among the 

requirements necessary for the configuration of the civil union. 

 The other partner fought the lawsuit claiming the active illegitimacy of the 

complainant, who would only be a possible lover of the deceased, with whom she has 

lived in a civil union from 2000 to the day he died. 

According to minister Nancy Andrighi, rapporteur of the case, the 

controversy about the appeal would be to define whether the civil union can be 

recognized between the parties, once the deceased failed to meet the obligation of 

fidelity and had a stable relationship with a third person and both simultaneous 

relationships had been evidenced within the lawsuit. The minister argued: 

 
As said in my decision published on REsp 1.157.273, the assessment of the 
requirements concerning the civil union has to focus on a group of factors 
that are present in each possibility, such as family affectio societatis, the 
participation of efforts, possession of the married status, continuity of the 
union and also fidelity. 

 

For the minister, a society that has monogamy as a structural element cannot 

attenuate the obligation of fidelity – that integrates the concept of loyalty and mutual 

respect – to insert parallel affective relationships within Family Law. 

Mentioning precedents and about claims that deal with affective parallelism, 
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Nancy Andrighi said that the judge has to be attentive to the peculiarities of each case 

“to decide based on the dignity of the human being, on solidarity, on affectivity, on 

the search for happiness, on liberty, on equality, paying attention to the rule of 

monogamy, with the feet on the principle of ethics”. 

The minister concluded the vote by saying that her understanding does not 

mean that relationship between the appealing party and the deceased is going to lack 

legal support because “even though she failed to prove, pursuant to the legislation in 

force, the existence of the civil union, she may take advantage of the appropriate 

proceedings to claim the recognition of a possible de facto partnership”. 

The vote of the rapporteur was unanimously followed by the other member 

of the Chamber and it was reinforced by a comment of minister Sidnei Beneti. For 

him, to disagree with the rapporteur in this case would be to legalize “stable 

polygamy”. The position of the minister raises some critical considerations: 

1st. neither Law 9.278 dated 1996 nor the Brazilian Civil Code expressly 

mention the obligation of mutual fidelity for the civil union to be characterized; 

2nd. even if we understand that fidelity is inherent to the obligation of 

respect and loyalty between the partners, not complying with it is not enough to 

mischaracterize the civil union; 

3nd. as for the above mentioned case, the minister herself admits that the 

relationship cannot be kept on the margins of legal support, but she teratologically 

recommends recognition as a de facto partnership, which implies in historic 

withdrawal at the expense of the jurisdictional provision; 

4th. human dignity, solidarity, affectivity and the search for happiness guide 

the decision to the opposite direction; 

5th. monogamy cannot be considered a principle; 

6th. that is not about mischaracterizing the civil union due to the lack of  

requirements, but about not accepting parallel unions. 

Infidelity of one of the partners, when ignored by the other, is not a 

sufficiently strong element to exclude the solid characteristic of any relationship. 

Fidelity, both in the civil union and marriage itself, is presumed, that is, unilateral 

non-compliance with that obligation is not enough to breach the stable conjugal 

characteristic. 

Fidelity or infidelity is a personal choice that is not subject to the control of 

the State and the Law. To deny rights considering loyal or disloyal behavior in the 



family is to go back and ignore historic advances such as not discussing guilty in 

separation.  

Since the 1977 Law of Divorce, the collapse of the Brazilian family is a 

concern. Now it seems that there is a concern that admitting parallel unions would 

incentive the abandonment of the idealized family model. In fact, that is the issue: that 

family is not subject to tight and hermetic models. On the contrary, the diversity of 

structures and family configurations shows the huge plasticity of domestic groups and 

the multiple organization possibilities of biological and social reproduction in the 

same society15. 

Even if there were progresses regarding the social perception of the different 

forms of family, there is no doubt the love lives are still seen as reduced to sexuality, 

to be controlled. It is important to refuse hegemonic standards to define legitimate 

relationships that are also guided by religious precepts. 

Opposing Bordieu’s16 forecasts, the family does not tend to disappear, but it 

incorporates new possibilities of family groups that have to be praised, protected and 

given incentive. Even if the western society still sees the figure of the father, the 

mother and the children as an idealized model of family, that configuration in practice 

is not part of the experience of an already large group of individuals17. 

 The family long ago changed from a natural unit rooted on biologic 

processes to a socially built historical unit. It is nowadays already consolidated in 

multiple faces that deserve the support of the legal order as states the 1988 

Constitution of the Republic. 

 

6   PROTECTION OF FIDELITY: MORAL PANIC? 

 

To think about how society reacts to certain situations and social identities 

that it assumes represent some kind of danger to the order that is traditionally 
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accepted as an acceptable and desirable standard, Cohen18 used the term moral panic 

to characterize the way through which the press, the public opinion and state social 

and judicial control agents react to certain breaches of the moral or normative 

standards. 

Moral panic can be understood, in a broader definition, as the consensus 

shared by a substantial number of members of a society that a certain category of 

individuals would the threatening the social structure and the moral order. Based on 

that supposed threat, they confabulate that it would be necessary to strengthen the 

social control apparatus, provoking the promulgation of new laws, guiding the state 

performance through public policies that are able to impose hostility and public 

condemnation to a certain life style19. 

That state of panic may be triggered by a certain condition, an episode, a 

person, a group or a social formation that are seen as a threat to already consecrated 

values and to the hegemonic social order, an order that is presented in a stylized and 

stereotyped way by mass media that is supported by the State and, consequently, by 

its judicial apparatus. 

The object of panic may be an absolutely new phenomenon or something 

that already existed in society a long time ago, dimmed and refrained, but that some 

movement or fact unchained and that gained notoriety. Several repercussions are 

generated: sometimes panic disappears and is forgotten, only remaining in the cultural 

imaginary as in folklore and in the collective memory. Other times, it generates 

lasting effects that are able to produce changes to public policies, to the legal and 

social policy or even in the way society understands itself20. 

Cohen’s studies show that reactions to non-conventional behavior are almost 

always marked by non-realistic and thoughtless judgments about the collective 

consequences of particular life styles. The social reaction to an apparently dangerous 

phenomenon comes not really from real danger, but from the fear of what threatens 
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positions, interests, ideologies and values21. The propagation of the feeling of panic 

arouses the need to state traditional values, idealized and supposedly desirable social 

order22. 

The insistent position of the Superior Court of Justice evoking fidelity as a 

requirement for the configuration or characterization of the civil union and denying 

recognition to possible parallel stable relationships founding its decisions on moral 

values that do not correspond to the desires of the contemporary man seems to reveal 

the belief that family and, consequently, the entire society, would be submitted to an 

immediate threat. 

The civil union itself, due to its libertarian characteristics, may it be hetero or 

homosexual, arouses concerns regarding the survival of the family institution as 

maintainer of a social order covered with traditional values. That reveals a tendency 

to grant to the civil union a shaping role of behavioral alignment, opposing its free 

union nature that aims at privileging the affective union, mutual assistance, solidarity 

and partnership. 

The knowledge on the notion of moral panic, and its possible dissemination 

or reflexes on segments of the Judiciary Power itself may help understand the 

behavior of part of the collectivity in front of the pressures due to changes to the 

social structure and the construction of the individualities, life projects that fail to 

follow the standard, the model it is used to underline. 

It reveals the ongoing social control movement and intervention to private 

life perpetuated by the State through the hands of judgers, presumably granted the 

power of building borders to limit the area for the creation of family life, opposing the 

constitutional order of non-interference to the communion of life defined by the 

family. 

Panic starts a process of search for permanence in a conventional relational 

horizon, considering that, in the contemporary chaotic society, family is claimed to be 

the only safe value that no one wants to abandon. 

The family seems to be a perennial institution, but it is shifting, malleable 

and dynamic, constantly changing. Differently from what is believed, it is the 

instability of social understanding of what a suitable family is and which would be the 
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convenient relationships that allowed for its survival along time as a strong and 

symbolically rich institution23.  

The paths in the configuration of a personal or family project are not tight. 

They may correspond to standards already set forth and widely disseminated or they 

may configure themselves, at first sight, among a long list of complex possibilities, 

although they cannot be devalued or denied due to that. 

Law cannot get stiffened and avoid the obligation of noticing the reality. It 

has to be restless, curious, attentive and permeable under the penalty of becoming 

useless. The contemporary family poses a great challenge: in one hand, an explosive 

combination of growth regarding arrangement possibilities and, on the other hand, the 

increase of conservative positions trenched in the maintenance of a supposedly safe 

model. That effect of contrasting climb is equally reflected on the growth of family 

and homophobic violence24. 

The margin of personal action in the family configuration, limited by moral 

precepts and relational rules, almost always associated to configurations of aprioristic, 

collective and imperative religious values, has to be broken. Affection, love, passion, 

desire, commitment, tenderness, loyalty, so many values that are considered essential 

are redrawn and updated in a more and more energizing and sometimes chaotic 

society, producing quite different dramatic guides and experiential solutions that 

claim for answers and for the support of Law. 

Family relations, for example, may not be the junction of blood ties and 

affinity ties and they definitely become just an affinity tie, a personal choice. 

Humanity does not develop itself under the regime of uniform monotony, but through 

extraordinarily diversified kinds of society and civilizations. On the other hand, the 

choices of society do not belong to the wise, but to the citizens25. 

Anyhow, the family, whatever its configuration may be, is still the best 

counterpart for the trend of increasing autonomization of contemporaneity. Love is 
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“the best ideology against the dangers of individualization”26 because it promises to 

“singular individuals to find again a dimension of community”27. That is why it has 

always to be promoted, applauded, not repudiated. 

 

7 MONOGAMY IN THE BRAZILIAN LEGAL ORDER: A PRINCIPLE? 

 

Facing the proposed subject ends up by taking the paper to one of the most 

difficult subjects in Family Law: understanding the importance and the reach of 

monogamy in the Brazilian legal system, which has been raised to the category of 

structuring principle of the field itself. 

Should monogamy still be used as an exclusion criterion regarding the legal 

protection to family entities that are formed simultaneously, considering the 

promotional characteristic of the family and of the individual granted by the 1988 

Constitution of the Republic? The structural axis of the legal organization of the 

family should focus on monogamy or on the promotion of its members? 

To take monogamy to the category of a principle is to perpetuate what the 

constitutional text did not state, it is to close the eyes to several family realities, it is to 

pursue disastrous results, it is to deny recognition and protection to several family 

nucleuses. To the opposite direction, Pereira28 says that monogamy works as a 

restraining order that hinders parallel relationships, and its nature of principle 

evidences that the State denies the possibility of simultaneous affective ties. 

Principles have a normative content, they belong to the deontic plan and have 

the forcibility tonus, they imply in a should-be that proposes an evaluation of licit and 

illicit. Can you impose to someone the creation of unique affection ties? It is 

important to abandon historic conquers such as guilty in a separation and its terrible 

effects? Would it be an area of Law to praise a certain lifestyle or limit affective ties? 

Monogamy is presented as a value, a remaining part of the religious 

influence on the legal order. It does not seem to have a normative nature, presenting 
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itself as a value that should be considered and desired. Values belong to axiology, 

reflecting the concept of good. Its evaluations are going to be considered according to 

better or worse29. 

A principle, as it has to be, is for all, it is binding and it does not admit 

evaluations on its quality. Value, on the other hand, shoes an evaluation that does not 

allow for indistinctive coegent application to all. What is good for some is not good 

for others, although it may indicate preference relations. Values do not indicate legal 

consequences due to non-compliance because the behavior it reveals is desired but it 

has no normative characteristics. 

Monogamy is a feeling of emotional sharing and willingness whose 

regulation cannot be reached by the objective of Law. It is desired in the family, but, 

as mentioned before, it belongs to axiology, what is good and it cannot be seen as a 

principle, a standard that is subject to coercion. That fact that fidelity is not observed 

may cause pain, frustration and suffering to someone. However, it is not an illicit act 

if it is a choice made by the couple. Love exists as a result of spontaneity. Deceptions, 

disillusions, frustrations and absences are facts of life.  

The rights to an intimate life, to live in the shadow and darkness are 

personality rights. It is valid to keep away from public reach what regards people’s 

intimacy and their way of being in their private life30. 

Monogamy is only relevant for Family Law when it violates the dignity of 

the human being. The State is not in charge of tutoring the construction of the 

affective coexistence. The denial of the mutual and correspective desire here shows 

itself through social disapproval judgment that is moved by ethic morals31. The Law is 

not going to be jealous for the betrayed partner, but it is going to give an opportunity 

to love liberty and the protection to the dignity of the human being. 

More than have individual have fundamental and natural rights, we should 

try to imagine and create a new relational right that would allow for all possible kinds 
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of relations to exist without being hindered, blocked or nulled by impoverishing 

relational institutions32. 

Monogamy was captured as a strategy for moral control so as to provide for 

the crystallization of existential territories, a type of clot of the social tissue that, due 

to repeated use, started to guide a certain way of life; types of relationships, conjugal 

ties that sometime proved to be satisfactory. 

Nowadays, it is clear that the legal speech that supports it, previously 

presented as monolithic and unbreakable, is torn.  The invisibility of family relations 

previously dimmed, hidden, marginalized now came to light. It is time that Law bows 

before social power. It is important to deconstruct the places of non-Law, refute the 

externality of the situation of subject in the current contours and limits of conjugality: 

  We quickly forget the old power that are not used anymore, the old tastes that 

are no longer useful, but in what concerns morals, we keep depending on old beliefs 

in which we do not believe anymore, and we produce ourselves as subjects in old 

modes that do not correspond to our problems33. 

The democratic emancipating project has to expand beyond the square to 

reach homes and coexistential relationships to promote the exercise of full citizenship. 

The Law has to dive into troubled water, take paths that are not clearly outlined, 

abandon the quiet flow of already consolidated cognitions. 

Surprisingly, the Third Chamber of the Superior Court of Justice considered 

it impossible that the impossibility to mortgage family assets reaches simultaneously 

two pieces of real estate belonging to the debtor – the one where he lives with his wife 

and the other one where his daughter from a parallel relationship live34. 
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That decision does not reflect the majoritarian understanding of the Court, to 

which the capacity of establishing new values, shaking habits, revealing ideas and 

original solutions sounds like a threat to the subjective order that was conquered. It is 

usually resistant and insensitive to new folding, the guardian of a new monolithic 

moral order. 

It is time to abandon the conformist course of humanity, the desire for the 

stratification process of institutions, the invisible anchor, the comfort that backs what 

has been instituted, that always repeats the same as it was the only mode of 

coexistence. 

But, in general, the Brazilian Judicial Power is far away from that path. In 

Special Appeal no. 1157273/RN that was judged by the Superior Court of Justice in 

May 2010, the rapporteur, minister Nancy Andrighi, argued that due to the obligation 

of loyalty and the use of a monogamist family standard, it is impossible to allow for 

the recognition of simultaneous families. The “second family” would just be a de 

facto partnership. 

In that case, the deceased was married and when he separated his wife, he 

started an affective relationship with another woman that lasted from 1994 to the date 

when he died, in 2003. However, although they had divorced in 1999, the ex-wife and 

the deceased started a new relationship that also lasted until his death. In face of that, 

both women judicially claimed for the recognition of a civil union and, consequently, 

of the right to a pension from the deceased. 

The judge at the first jurisdiction understood that there were clear elements 

to characterize the existing civil union between the de cujus and the complainants. He 

accepted both claims to recognize the simultaneous civil unions and, as a 

consequence, he defined that the pension should be paid to both at the proportion of 

fifty per cent for each one. The decision was maintained at the second jurisdiction. 

When judging the case, the rapporteur stated that the analysis of the 

requirements related to the civil union has to focus on the factors that are present in 

each case, such as the family affectio societatis, the participation of efforts, the status 

of married, the continuity of the union, fidelity, among others. Thus, it was 

understood that, despite recognition of the civil union between the deceased and his 

ex-wife simultaneously with the existing civil union with the complainant, it is clear 

that the marriage between the ex-spouses had already been dissolved by the divorce 

pursuant to article 1.571, §1st of the Brazilian Civil Code, definitely breaking the 



marriage ties that previously existed. The continuity of the relationship as a civil 

union fails to match the civil standards in force (article 1.724 of the Brazilian Civil 

Code) once that relationship is totally hindered by the obligation of loyalty to be 

followed by the partners. The decision was also based on the following arguments: 

a) a society that is based on the structural element of monogamy cannot 

attenuate the obligation of fidelity that is part of the concept of loyalty to insert within 

Family Law parallel affective relationships that are, consequently, unfaithful. The 

contemporary family nucleus has the search for happiness by its members as a scope; 

b) the relationship between the deceased and his ex-wife fails to meet the 

requirements that characterize the civil union and it may only be recognized as a de 

facto partnership in a separate claim. 

The solution suggested by the minister is teratologic: it recognizes the 

existence of two family nucleuses under the requirements of stability, ostensiveness 

and affectio maritalis, but it takes one of the affective links away from the legal 

protection given to the family due to the lack of fidelity. It is worth saying that in case 

of common assets, the party was advised to look for common jurisdiction, which 

denied her special protection to family set forth in the Constitution (article 226, caput 

of the 1988 Constitution of the Republic). 

That decision, on the wrong side of contemporary Family Law, privileges the 

patrimonial aspects to the detriment of solidarity and cooperation. Family Law should 

not be rigidly attached to dogmas once it would blind the judger in what concerns real 

life wealth. In that case, the deceased had a noticeable capacity to simultaneously 

coexist with two women, establishing two relationships that had all the characteristics 

of family entities. Why not recognizing, in face of the reality, two simultaneous 

family entities? 

The fact is that this reality exists and one should think about the concrete 

case, the peculiarities of the affective nucleus to analyze the different elements of 

each simultaneous family relationship and to consider that, for the 1988 Constitution 

of the Republic, the formation of a lasting domestic nucleus is what matters. 

On that purpose, the freedom to create, maintain and attribute rights to the 

different forms of family should be seen as necessary to promote dignity, private 

autonomy, solidarity and the full development of its members’ personality. The 

construction of each one’s existential level is a complex process involved by legal 

situations that may generate conflicts. The Law is not in charge of creating limits 



based on religious or strictly moral archetypes. 

The 1988 Constitution of the Republic promotes the protection of people, 

human beings that form concrete, singular and imperfect domestic nucleuses. From 

the constitutional standpoint, the way through which those nucleuses are formed or 

maintained is secondary. 

 

8  CONCLUSION 

 

The paper, starting from a contemporary reading of the family, tried to 

portray the functional and the promotional role it plays, especially in the search for 

the free development of its members. 

We tried to draw the function of the family that overpasses hierarchized 

domestic-patrimonial relations. We defended the family nucleus as a space for mutual 

cooperation according to the capacity of each member so as to also allow for 

citizenship and the promotion of each component’s dignity. 

Within that perspective, we presented the family as a group of people 

committed in a voluntary and cooperative civil union that promotes and protects its 

members, a solidary organism. We tried herein to privilege a family horizon that 

values and spreads solidarity, understanding and, above all, a healthy space for the 

development of the personality and the full construction of autonomy. 

If the concept of family exceeded the formation that was created on 

procreative purposes and to fulfill patrimonial and religious interests for an 

eudemonist refuge, the provisions in Family Law have to be read at the light of an 

interpretation that considers the real meaning of the concept of family nowadays, as 

an instrument devoted to people’s existential protection. 

In that context, the contemporary family essentially founded on cooperation 

assumes new contours and is freed from the ties imposed by society itself and by the 

legal system. The promotion of human dignity within the family is fulfilled through 

the full recognition of individual options. 

Emptying the participation of the State in the family is not defended here, but 

a review of its outlines. State intervention is necessary and it is sometimes essential 

for the protection and promotion of those who are vulnerable. 

Transformations in progress in social relations and in institutions such as the 

family generate moral panic that end up blaming some individuals due to their 



choices, controlling stigmatized groups and, even more serious, denying rights to 

those who surround them. 

The constitution of the subject is going to cross the layered moral of a time 

and the hegemonic and modulating procedures that institutions insist in trumping. 

The civil union as a family formation is going through a dilemma: the flirt 

with institutionalization mixes with the seduction of normality and its supposed 

pleasures with no guilt, no conscience crisis, with rights that were previously 

guaranteed. On the other hand, it only benefits those inserted in a legal and 

conventional schema, leaving apart those who deny standardization and the supposed 

regulation of their love lives and under which there is still going to be some kind of 

stigma of sexual perversion once they refuse to follow the rules of fidelity. 

To rememberMilton35, those who try to protect the old social order and refuse 

to accept diversity should recognize that the only existing paradise is lost paradise. 

Love does not accept negotiation, domination and tyranny even from the 

Law. On the contrary, it invokes many possibilities and it takes us to liberty: of battle, 

of effort, of choice and production of sense for each one according to their 

individualities, options, conditions, possibilities and interests. 
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